Understanding of Dry Eye in Subarachnoid Hemorrhage: An Experimental Study on the Role of Facial Nerve Ischemia
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ABSTRACT

AIM: Subarachnoid hemorrhage can cause “dry eye” as it denervates the parasympathetic ganglia and reduces tear production. We used a rabbit model of subarachnoid hemorrhage to understand possible mechanisms underlying lacrimal gland degeneration when facial nerve root ischemia induces pterygopalatine ganglion injury and subsequent dry eye.

MATERIAL and METHODS: Rabbits were divided into four groups: control, sham, moderate subarachnoid hemorrhage, and severe subarachnoid hemorrhage. Autologous blood recovered from the auricular artery was injected into the cisterna magna to induce subarachnoid hemorrhage in the two subarachnoid hemorrhage groups; animals were then monitored for dry eye development over 21 days before removal of their facial nerve roots, pterygopalatine ganglia, and lacrimal glands for immunohistochemical analyses. Neuronal viability in the pterygopalatine ganglia was measured; lacrimal gland vesicles were counted by stereological methods.

RESULTS: The mean tear-filled vesicle number and lacrimal gland volumes significantly decreased with an increase in facial nerve root injury severity and damaged neuron numbers in the pterygopalatine ganglion. Increase in injury severity most significantly decreased the tear-filled vesicle numbers in the pterygopalatine ganglion.

CONCLUSION: Subarachnoid hemorrhage degenerates facial nerve parasympathetic branches entering the pterygopalatine ganglion, and neuronal density in this ganglion may be correlated with tear secretion. Our data suggest that pterygopalatine ganglion degeneration following subarachnoid hemorrhage induces dry eye.
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INTRODUCTION

The lacrimal gland (LG) produces most of the aqueous layer of the tear film, which contains water, electrolytes, and proteins for protecting and nourishing the ocular surface. Tear is produced by LG when irritation of the ocular surface activates afferent nerves of the cornea and conjunctiva, but chronic reductions in or lack of LG secretion can cause the “dry eye” syndrome (31).

LG is innervated by parasympathetic fibers in the facial nerve, which first synapse in the pterygopalatine ganglion.
(PPG) before being carried as postsynaptic fibers into the orbit by zygomatic and zygomaticotemporal nerves (21). Immunofluorescence studies have shown that substance P, neuropeptide Y, enkephalin and vasoactive intestinal peptide coexist in most neurons within the sublingual, submandibular, otic, and pterygopalatine ganglia as well as within the intracranial ganglion of the glosopharyngeal nerve (7). When describing the salivatory part of lacrimal nuclei and their intramedullary pathways, Martin and Mason stated that fibers from the greater superficial petrosal nerve enter the fasciculus solitarius and medial reticular formation (14).

A diverse set of sensory nerve fibers innervate the cornea. Stimulation of these fibers results in ocular dryness, discomfort, and pain (3). Sympathetic nerve fibers enter the orbit through the first and second trigeminal nerve (maxillary/V2 and mandibular/V3, respectively) branches and form a nerve fiber network around the ophthalmic artery. Ocular structures are then innervated by sympathetic nerves via the posterior ciliary nerves. To innervate the sympathetic eyelid muscles, axons travel anteriorly in the orbit through the nasociliary and lacrimal nerves (26). The efferent arm of the corneal–LG reflex controls vasodilation in cat LGs by stimulating the corneal facial nerve root. This electrical stimulation is also correlated with evoked secretion in LG, suggestive of the types of autonomic ganglia and receptors contributing to lacrimal vasodilation and subsequent secretory responses (30). Surgical removal of the greater superficial petrosal nerve interrupts preganglionic parasympathetic neural control of LG and results in dry eye (28). In addition, facial nerve palsy obstructs the functional nasolacrimal duct (2). Immunological ganglionopathies of PPG can also cause dry eye (24). Botulinum toxin can reduce tear volume and prevent corneal damage by increasing epidermal growth factor level without causing any histologic changes; thus, it is considered as a safe and effective treatment for patients with epiphora (12).

Subarachnoid hemorrhage (SAH) degenerates facial nerve parasympathetic branches entering PPG; PPG neuronal density may be correlated with tear secretion from LG. This indicates that PPG degeneration following SAH may lead to dry eye (Figure 1).

MATERIAL and METHODS

Animal Selection and Study Groups

Twenty-five rabbits were kept at room temperature in individual metal cages with a 12-h light/dark cycle and 50% relative humidity. Food and water were provided ad libitum. Approval for all experiments was obtained from the ethics committee for animal experiments at Atatürk University School of Medicine.

The animals were randomly assigned to four groups: control, sham, and moderate SAH groups, each including five animals with silent clinical and histopathological findings, and a severe SAH group, including 10 animals. Following initial anesthesia with isoflurane, an anesthetic combination (ketamine HCL, 150 mg/1.5 mL; xylazine HCL, 30 mg/1.5 mL; and distilled water, 1 mL) was subcutaneously injected (0.2 mL/kg) preoperatively; balanced, injectable anesthetics were used for reducing pain. First, 1-mL autologous blood was recovered from the auricular artery; subsequently, the posterior notch of the foramen magnum was identified with the head in a hyper-flexed position and cerebrospinal fluid was aspirated by piercing the cisterna magna. Postoperatively, using a 22-gauge needle, 1-mL autologous blood was injected into the cisterna magna of rabbits in the severe SAH group over approximately 1 min. Rabbits in the sham group were injected with 1-mL serum saline through the same route. Rabbits in the control group underwent surgery but were not injected.

All animals were monitored for 21 days following surgery and injection without receiving medical treatment. Lacrimal secretion was determined by inserting a 10-mm-diameter rolled cotton spongeto the lacrimal sac for approximately 4 min; the surface area absorbing secretions was then measured and used as the secretion score. Animals were sacrificed after 3 weeks; whole brains, facial nerves, and LGs were removed and stored in 10% formalin solution for 7 days before histological examination. LGs, facial nerves, and PPGs were rehydrated through a graded series of ethanol and embedded in liquid paraffin for histological analysis.

Histopathological Procedures

LG was sliced into 5-μm sections at 30-μm intervals; using the fractionator method, secretory follicle counting was performed reducing pain. First, 1-mL autologous blood was recovered from the auricular artery; subsequently, the posterior notch of the foramen magnum was identified with the head in a hyper-flexed position and cerebrospinal fluid was aspirated by piercing the cisterna magna. Postoperatively, using a 22-gauge needle, 1-mL autologous blood was injected into the cisterna magna of rabbits in the severe SAH group over approximately 1 min. Rabbits in the sham group were injected with 1-mL serum saline through the same route. Rabbits in the control group underwent surgery but were not injected.

All animals were monitored for 21 days following surgery and injection without receiving medical treatment. Lacrimal secretion was determined by inserting a 10-mm-diameter rolled cotton sponge into the lacrimal sac for approximately 4 min; the surface area absorbing secretions was then measured and used as the secretion score. Animals were sacrificed after 3 weeks; whole brains, facial nerves, and LGs were removed and stored in 10% formalin solution for 7 days before histological examination. LGs, facial nerves, and PPGs were rehydrated through a graded series of ethanol and embedded in liquid paraffin for histological analysis.
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on the 30th and 31st sections. Tissue sections were placed on glass slides and stained with hematoxylin–eosin and TUNEL stain (Figures 2, 3).

Facial nerve lesions were analyzed using brain specimens sections that were parallel to the nerve long axis; both the axons and PPG were examined. Neuronal density was estimated in PPGs by longitudinally embedding glossopharyngeal nerve endings in paraffin blocks to observe the entire root system. Images of nerve root growth were then acquired using a Leica microscope (magnification, 20× and 40×). Lastly, neuronal density in each PPG was evaluated using the Cavalieri method (9).

### Stereological Analysis

Stereological methods were used for measuring total respective structure volumes and total cell number and size (11). Consecutive sections were randomly selected from a starting point within the first 20-section interval. There after, every 20th and 21st sections were sampled, giving a section sampling fraction (f1) of 1/30. Section pairs that did not contain the parotids and ganglia were discarded. Such a sampling fraction produced an average of 10–11 section pairs, with a sampling fraction (f2) area of 1/1. The lacrimal saliva follicle number was evaluated using the physical dissector method. The method easily estimates particle number; is intuitive and easy to perform; does not assume the particle size, shape, and orientation; and is not affected by over protection or truncation. Two consecutive sections (dissector pairs) obtained from tissue samples with named reference sections were mounted on each slide. The dissector pair number was doubled without obtaining more sections by swapping reference and look-up sections. The following equation was used for estimate the total saliva-filled follicle number (N) in LG, with ΣQ−denoting the follicle count:

\[
N = \sum Q^- \times \frac{1}{f_1} \times \frac{1}{f_2}
\]

The same method was used to evaluate healthy and damaged neuron numbers in PPG. Neuronal angulation, cytoplasmic condensation, nuclear shrinkage, or increased apoptosis were considered to indicate neuronal damage. Two consecutive sections (dissector pairs) were placed on each slide and the paired reference sections were reversed (Figure 4A, B). The following formula was used for estimating the mean PPG neuronal density (Nv/Gv, per mm³) (16), where ΣQ−is the total neuron count observed in the reference section only, d is section thickness, and A is the frame area:

\[
N_v/G_v = \sum Q^- / \sum A \times d
\]

The ΣA might be effectively estimated for a set of dissectors using, where ΣP is the total counting set frame point number and a is the constant area associated with the set point. The total neuron number in each sample was estimated using the Cavalieri method; multiplying neuronal density in each PPG with the volume (mm³) provided the total neuron count. Subsequently, differences between salivary follicle numbers and degenerated neuron densities in PPG were compared.

### Statistical Analyses

Experimental data were analyzed using SPSS for Windows v. 12.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA). Data of the four groups were compared using the Mann–Whitney U test for pair-wise comparisons of independent samples and were subsequently analyzed using the Kruskal–Wallis test. p-values for multiple comparisons were calculated by dividing 0.05 by using Bonferroni correction and were considered to be statistically significant when ≤0.0034. Results were considered statistically significant for p-values <0.05.
The vasospasm index (VSI) was calculated by dividing the proportion of external surface with the lumen surface as follows: \( \frac{\pi R^2 - \pi r^2}{\pi r^2} = \frac{(R^2 - r^2)}{r^2} \) (lacrimal artery: external diameter, 2R; internal diameter:2r). After counting, the total vesicle volumes (TVV) were estimated by adding vesicle volumes. Each vesicle was considered to be spherical; their volumes were calculated using the following formula: \( V_n = \frac{4}{3}\pi r^3 \). TVV was estimated using the following formula: \( TVV = n \times V_n \).

**RESULTS**

Three animals in the intervention groups and one animal in the sham group died within 7 days postoperatively and were replaced. Fever, convulsive attacks, unconsciousness, breathing disturbances, apnea, cardiac arrhythmia, and neck stiffness were observed in all hypertermic animals. During the initial phase of fatal SAH, the average heart rate increased to 361 ± 46/min and respiration frequency decreased to 13 ± 3/min, with increased respiratory amplitudes. However, this progressed to tachypnoea and decreased amplitudes, leading to shortened inspiration, longer expiration, apnea–tachypnoea attacks, diaphragmatic breathing, and ultimately, respiratory arrest. Massive SAHs were also observed in basal cisterns of animals in the G IIIA-B group, resulting in meningeal irritation and cardiorespiratory dysrhythmia.

In control animals, the average heart rate, respiratory rate, and blood oxygen concentration were 265 ± 14/min, 32 ± 6/min, and 94% ± 6%, respectively, but shortly after SAH, they decreased to 145 ± 27/min, 17 ± 4/min, and 75% ± 8%, respectively. Significant electrocardiographic changes, including ventricular extrasystoles, bigeminal/trigeminal extra systoles, ST depression, QRS separation, and fibrillations, were also observed. The mean normal neuronal density in PPG of all animals was 11.156 ± 982 per mm³, whereas the mean damaged neuronal density was 17 ± 3, 45 ± 9, 1.230 ± 98, and 3.127 ± 763 per mm³ in the control, sham, moderate SAH, and severe SAH groups, respectively.

Corneal moisture levels were examined using three-piece napkins (surface area, 4 mm²; height, 0.5 mm) five times a day. A total of 12–15, 8–12, and <5 wet napkin pieces/day were considered to be normal, below normal, and dry eye, respectively. Following SAH, mean tear-filled vesicle numbers and LG volumes differed with facial nerve root injury severity and damaged neuron density in PPG (Figure 5). The mean tear vesicle numbers and damaged neuron density in PPG in the control, sham, moderate SAH, and severe SAH groups were 3.12 ± 0.94 and 23.43 ± 5.13, 2.83 ± 0.75 and 64.46 ± 11.24, 2.05 ± 0.45 and 143.27 ± 32.41, and 1.56 ± 0.22 and 478.78 ± 102.34 per mm³, respectively.

The total tear-filled vesicle number in LGs in each group was also stereologically assessed: 643.65 ± 95.76 in the control group, 561.54 ± 87.09 in the sham group, 434.87 ± 64.23 in the moderate SAH group, and 341.46 ± 75.56 in the severe SAH group (Table I). Overall, tear-filled vesicle numbers significantly decreased with increase in SAH-related damage (p<0.05).

**DISCUSSION**

Parasympathetic fibers from facial nerves innervate LGs; if this network is damaged, the production of tears decreases and causes dry eye. One cause is SAH-induced denervation.

![Figure 4A, B: Stereological cell counting of the pterygopalatine ganglion](image-url)
injury of the parasympathetic ganglia. Here we used a rabbit model of SAH to improve our understanding of mechanisms underlying LG degeneration related to PPG injury induced by facial nerve root ischemia, and consequently leading to dry eye.

Neuronal density in PPG may be important for tear secretion from LG; SAH degenerates facial nerve parasympathetic branches entering PPG. These data suggest that PPG degeneration induces dry eye following SAH. LG tears comprise three layers, with different tissues or glands responsible for each layer: together, LG, efferent nerves of LG, and afferent nerves of the cornea and conjunctiva work as a functional unit for producing aqueous tear components (4,20). In addition to water and electrolytes, LG secretes the major protein component of tears, helping protect and nourish the ocular surface (5). Tears are secreted in response to environmental stress that is potentially harmful to the ocular surface, including infections, injury, mechanical or noxious stimuli, and cold (10).

We aimed to investigate the interaction between tear secretion and corneal stimulation at different positions to determine the possible relationship between detection thresholds for nociceptive stimuli and tear production. We found that the strongest lacrimation reflex was evoked by mechanical stimulation applied to the central cornea, and considerable tear secretion was induced by noxious chemical and mechanical stimuli. Mechanical stimulation to the central cornea is the most effective combination of stimulus and position for tear secretion by an LG reflex (23). We also found that PPG degeneration following SAH might be an important factor in dry eye development.

The study on human nasolacrimal ducts and associated disorders is at an intersection of ophthalmology and otorhinolaryngology. However, knowledge on the physiology and pathophysiology of the nasolacrimal system is limited. The system comprises the lacrimal sac; nasolacrimal duct; and upper and lower lacrimal canaliculi, its primary purpose being channeling tears from the ocular surface to the lower meatus of the nose. The hypothesis on the absorption of tear fluid components in the nasolacrimal system in humans is supported by animal experiments conducted using rabbits. The presence of seromucous glands, intra-epithelial lipids, and a specific mucus layer in the nasolacrimal ducts supports the faction of all three layers in producing the tear film. Goblet cells and intra-epithelial mucus glands synthesize the mucus layer, which is a drainage mechanism for tear fluid, that has properties similar to those of the gastrointestinal tract epithelia. Anti-microbial peptide (e.g., IgA) secretion and intra-epithelial and sub-epithelial immunocompetent cells (e.g., lymphocytes and macrophages) presence indicate involvement of this tissue in local defense (17).

Neural control through a reflex arc is the primary mechanism for controlling LG secretion. Afferent nerves of the cornea and conjunctiva are activated by ocular surface stimulation. This, in turn, activates efferent parasympathetic and sympathetic nerves in LG to stimulate secretion. For example, unilateral sympathetic nerve stimulation results in approximately 60%LG blood flow reduction (8). Moreover, LG function is regulated by steroid sex hormones (31). The presence of vasoactive intestinal polypeptide-like proteins in facial parasympathetic nerves innervating the eye and LG suggests that this peptide is an important co-transmitter or neuromodulator in these nerves (22).

Understanding age-dependent changes in the functional capacity of LG are equally important for understanding LG function and potential treatments for dry eye. Although various mechanisms have been proposed, detailed mechanisms

![Figure 5: Histopathological appearances of the pontocerebellar cistern filled with SAH, facial nerve roots (FNR), and internal auditory artery (IAA) (LM, H&E, ×4/A) as well as the lacrimal gland with atrophic follicles in rabbit with SAH (LM, H&E, ×4/B); magnified form of B and a decrease in the folliclesize in LG is visible (LM, PAS, ×4/C).](image)

| Table I: The Total Tear-Filled Vesicle Number In Lacrimal Glands |
|-----------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
|                       | Control Group    | SHAM             | SAH group I      | SAH group II     |
|                       |                  |                  | Slight neuron density | Severe neuron density |
| Tear vesicles         | 3.12 ± 0.94      | 2.83 ± 0.75      | 2.05 ± 0.45      | 1.56 ± 0.22      |
| Damaged neurons in the PPG | 23.43 ± 5.13/mm³ | 64.46 ± 11.24/mm³ | 143.27 ± 32.41/mm³ | 478.78 ± 102.34/mm³ |
| Total number of tear filled vesicles in the lacrimal gland | 643.65 ± 95.76 | 561.54 ± 87.09 | 434.87 ± 64.23 | 341.46 ± 75.56 |
of age-related factors affecting LG remain unclear. Proposed mechanisms are related to the program theory, which proposes the involvement of internal factors (i.e., genetic and neuroendocrine), or the damage theory, which proposes the involvement of external factors (i.e., mutation and protein alteration). It is also possible that hyperglycemia and lymphocytic infiltration are involved in structural and functional changes and the loss of function observed in LG with age. The age-related loss of LG function may itself originate from the increased oxidative stress associated with age (20).

Dry eye syndrome may be an inflammatory disease of the ocular surface and LG. Inflammation of LG is common in several pathologies and may be due to aging, autoimmune diseases (e.g., Sjögren’s syndrome), or host reactions to organ transplantation. Dry eye also results from facial nerve diseases, with immunological ganglionopathies of PPG being the primary cause (13,24), as well as autoimmune dacryoadenitis (27). Main indicators of LG inflammation are focal lymphocytic infiltrates and proinflammatory cytokines in LG; however, their role in mechanisms underlying LG dysfunction remains poorly understood. Possible mechanisms underlying LG dysfunction are neural dysfunction, altered signaling, hormonal imbalance, autoantibodies, proinflammatory cytokines, and apoptosis (1,6,31).

Tear production from LG is stimulated through facial nerve parasympathetic fibers. After their first synapse in PPG, postsynaptic fibers are carried into the orbit by the zygomatic and zygomaticotemporal nerves. Before secretomotor fibers connect to the gland, the zygomaticotemporal nerves link with LG behind the gland (21,29). The salivary nuclei is usually located between levels of the facial nerve root and the rostral tip of the nucleus of the solitary tract in rat brain maps; most studies have focused on the superior salivatory nucleus. The association between the lacrimal and submandibular subnuclei and between the lacrimal and inferior subnuclei of the superior salivatory nucleus has been defined by Rezek et al., who stated that lacrimal subnucleus was located ventrolateral to the caudal portion of the inferior subnucleus (18). Accordingly, we suggest that facial nerve injury causes dry eye and mouth. Facial nerve palsy causes functional nasolacrimal duct obstruction and may lead to pathological lacrimation (2). Injecting botulinum toxin into LG is reported suitable treatment option (19). The pterygopalatine parasympathetic nerves innervate LGs. Although direct synaptic contacts were not found in the current study, several unmyelinated fibers and vesicle-containing terminals were observed in these structures. Similar findings were obtained in previous studies on cats and monkeys (2).

In rats, PPG comprises a triangular portion and supplemental perikarya which encircled the distal part of the major petrosal nerve. Through the inferior petrosal sinus, the superior cervical ganglion fibers stretch to PPG. A previous histochemistry and autoradiography study labeled fibers in PPG with rostral application to PPG and the preganglionic parasympathetic brainstem neurons dorsolateral to the facial nucleus (i.e., the lacrimal nucleus) as well as rostral cells in the superior cervical ganglion and trigeminal sensory fibers with caudal application to PPG. Thus, it was suggested that PPG includes afferent and sympathetic nerves and has a topographical organization along the rostrocaudal axis. Fibers passing through the ciliary ganglion, which innervates the conjunctiva, limbus, and parts of the choroid, were labeled by isotope injections to PPG in an anterograde fashion (25).

Surgical removal of the greater superficial petrosal nerve causes a rapid onset of dry eye that lasts for more than a week. Thus, constant PPG stimulation may be needed for sufficient tears and mucin secretion, and the trigeminal nerves may be the afferent nerves responsible for this continuous neural tone (28). Major structural changes also occur in LG when muscarinic parasympathetic input is lost, with a significant concomitant tear secretion reduction. On study has shown that when the greater superficial petrosal nerve was severed (i.e., the input to PPG, gene expression was altered. This negatively affected the secretory pathway and upregulated pathways for cell proliferation and inflammation, suggesting a loss of organization in LG after parasympathetic input removal (15).

CONCLUSION

Dryness of the mouth, eyes, paranasal sinus, and upper respiratory tracts observed after SAH are known to be related to hyperpyrexia. However, in this study, we showed that the pathological mechanism of dry eye was also associated with the subarachnoid part of the facial nerve. Specifically, PPG degeneration caused significant loss in tear production because of lack of LG innervation.
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